f e Tand/fc = 1, 2,_Then is an n-dimensional space with the fixed point property.
Some "counterexamples" are furnished. Also the following variant of Proposition (1.5) from [3] is given: Theorem A (Proposition (1.5) of [3] ). Let X be a compact space of (covering) dimension < n. Thenf: X -> /" is a universal mapping iff the element f* (e") of the nth tech cohomology group H"{X,f~x (S"~l ); Z) is different from
Ofor a generator e" of H"{I", 51""1 ; Z) where (5""' = 3/").
A mapping/:
A -> Y is said to be universal iff for every g: X -> Y there exists x E X such that/(x) = g(x). We will use the following results.
Theorem A (Proposition (1.5) of [3] ). Let Xbea compact space of (covering) dimension < n. Then f: X -* I" is a universal mapping iff the element f* (e") of the nth Cech cohomology group H"(X,f~x(S"~x);Z) is different from 0 for a generator e" of H"(In,S"-x ;Z) (where Sn~x = dln).
Proof. Since en = 8s"~x for some generator s"~x of H"~X(S"~X) hence f*(e") = 8f*(s"-x). By Proposition (1.5) 
i.e.,iff*(e") = 8f*(s"-x)*0.
Theorem B (see [2] ). Given a family of mappings of compact spaces, if the product of every finite subfamily is universal, then the product of all this family is a universal mapping.
Theorem C (see [4] ). Given mappings fk: Xk_x -* Xk, k = 1,2, ..., n. If Hk=ifk: nit=i Xk_x -* 11^=1 Xk 's universal, then the composition fn ° fn-X « • • • o /j : Xi -* Xn is a universal mapping.
Theorem D (see [1] ). Let (X,,p": t < u G T) be an inverse system of compact spaces X, with the universal projections p". Then the limit of such a system has the fixed point property, if all A, G A NR.
Theorem E (see [5] ). Dimension of limit of an inverse system (Xt,p": t < u G F) of compact spaces, is > « iff there exist an index t G T and a mapping f: Xt -» In such that f ° p" : Xu -» /" is universal for every u > t.
Our main tool will be Cech Cohomology and the Alexander-Pontriagin duality theorem (see Spanier [7] ).
1. Universality of product. (1.6) Proposition. / X g is universal iff f X g' is universal.
Proof of Propositions (1.5) and (1.6). Let/: Mi: -> Y¡ be a map from a manifold M into a space Y¡ for i = 1, ..., n. Let/j•: M j--> Y¡ be the induced map of the double M'¡of M¿. We may assume that M¡ E M'¡ and that r¡: M'i -* M¡ is the canonical retraction, i = 1, ..., n. Put v = rx X ■ ■ • X r": M\ X ■ • ■ X M'n -» Mx X ■ ■ ■ X M" and f = fX---Xfn and /' =f\x---Xf'n.
Then/' = f ° r and/ = f'\Mx X ■ ■ • X Mn. Thus/' is universal iff/is. In the cases n = 1 and n = 2 we obtain the above two propositions.
(1.7) Corollary. Let f: M" -* /", g: ¿V* -» Ik be the universal mappings of the compact n-and k-dimensional orientable manifolds M" and Nk (in general with boundary). Thenfx g: M" X Nk -» I"+k is a universal mapping.
It follows from the above corollary and Theorem B that the following theorem holds. (1.10) Example. Klein bottle K is the double of M, and S2 is the double of I2. By Propositions (1.5) and (1.6), the mapping/': K -» I2 and g': S2 -* I2 are universal (fand g are given as in Example (1.9)), but/' Xg': A" X S2 -> /4 is not universal.
By a small modification it is easy to obtain two universal mappings of K into I2 with nonuniversal product mapping of K2 into I4.
(1.11) Example. It is remarked in [6] , that there exists a universal mapping /: /4 -* I3 such that for identity \¡ : I -* / (which is also a universal mapping) product fx \¡: I5 -» /4 is not universal.
Using quite elementary methods we can obtain the following generalization of Theorem (1.8).
(1.8') Theorem. Let in Theorem (1.8) Mt be a compact space with arbitrary fine mappings onto orientable compact manifolds (instead of being a manifold), t E T. Then under the other assumptions of Theorem (1.8) the assertion of this theorem holds.
2. An application to inverse limits of cubes. As a corollary from Theorems C and (1.8) we obtain (2.1) Theorem. If fk: I" -* /" is a universal mapping for k = 1,2, ..., s, andf0: M" -> /" is a universal mapping of a compact orientable manifold M", then fs°fs_x ° ■ ■ ■ ° /0: M" -» /" is a universal mapping.
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorems D, E, and (2.1).
(2.2) Theorem. Let X be the limit of an inverse sequence jn (/l rn (fl in (/3 . .
where fk: I" -* I" is a universal mapping for every k = 1,2,.... Then X is an n-dimensional space with the fixed point property.
3. Examples of Cartesian squares. In [4] , there was mentioned an example of a universal map /: F -> I2 of a 2-dimensional continuum B such that fxf: B X B -* I4 is not universal (one takes F to be one of the Boltianski's continua). Since F is the limit of an inverse sequence of 2-dimensional polyhedra, hence applying Theorem E we obtain, (3.1) Theorem. There exists a universal map f: P -» / of a 2-dimensional connected polyhedron P such that fxf: P X P -» I4 is not universal.
Since every 2-dimensional polyhedron F is a retract of a 5-dimensional closed (i.e., compact and without boundary) orientable PL-manifold, it follows that (3.2) Theorem. There exists a universal map f: M -» I2 of a 5-dimensional closed orientable PL-manifold M such that fxf:
M X M -> I4 is not universal.
The continuum F (see above) can be approximated by polyhedra embeddable even in R4. Thanks to this, the integer 5 in the above Theorem (3.2) can be replaced by arbitrary integer > 4.
